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ABSTRACT4

Monsoon low pressure systems, referred to as synoptic-scale monsoonal disturbances (SMDs),5

are modes of monsoonal variability that have a large influence in rainfall over the South Asian6

monsoon region. It has long been thought that these systems grow due to moist baroclinic7

instability, a variant of baroclinic instability that includes the effects of deep convection.8

Recent work, however, has shown that this framework is inconsistent with the observed9

structure and dynamics of SMDs.10

Here we present an alternative framework where moisture is prognostic and is coupled11

to precipitation through a simplified Betts-Miller parameterization. Unstable Rossby-like12

wave solutions are obtained that arise from interactions between moisture, convection and13

the anomalous circulation in the presence of a background temperature gradient. Warm air14

that is advected south by the anomalous flow is lifted along the sloping isentropes of the15

monsoon region, which moistens and destabilizes the column to the west of the low-pressure16

center. The moistened lower troposphere enhances convection which, in turn, causes the low17

pressure system to intensify through vortex stretching. It is shown that during the active18

months of the South Asian monsoon unstable growth occurs only if the moist wave can19

propagate westward against the low-level westerly flow. For parameter values that resemble20

the observed monsoonal background state, growth of these waves is largest at the synoptic21

scale. Expanding the framework to include meridional moisture gradients leads to a more22

general framework that suggests this “moisture-vortex” instability may operate on other23

synoptic-scale low pressure systems such as easterly waves.24
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1. Introduction25

Monsoon low pressure systems are synoptic-scale cyclones that occur during the ac-26

tive months of the Indian monsoon. They predominantly develop over the Bay of Bengal,27

propagate northwestward towards the Indian subcontinent with a phase speed of ∼ 5 m s−128

(Mooley 1973; Godbole 1977; Krishnamurti and Chow 1975, 1976; Sikka 1977; Hunt and29

Turner 2017). As they propagate northwestward, they produce a large fraction of the total30

monsoonal rainfall received by India (Stano et al. 2002; Ding and Sikka 2006; Yoon and Chen31

2005; Yoon and Huang 2012). The influence of these synoptic-scale monsoonal disturbances32

(SMDs) on total monsoon precipitation indicates that understanding the mechanisms by33

which they propagate and grow is of central importance to our understanding of the Indian34

monsoon.35

It has long been thought that SMDs are destabilized by a variant of baroclinic in-36

stability (Charney and Stern 1962; Bretherton 1966) that is modified by diabatic heating,37

referred to “moist baroclinic instability” (Salvekar et al. 1986; Krishnakumar et al. 1992; Ar-38

avequia et al. 1995; de Vries et al. 2010; Krishnamurti et al. 2013). Similarly to the original39

dry baroclinic instability model, this moist model includes counterpropagating waves that40

can phase lock and induce mutual growth. For this phase locking to occur, the anomalies41

in potential vorticity must tilt against the climatological-mean vertical wind shear (de Vries42

et al. 2010; Cohen and Boos 2016).43

However, it was recently shown by Cohen and Boos (2016) that the structure of SMDs,44

as described by modern reanalysis products, is inconsistent with the criteria necessary for45

moist baroclinic instability to occur. Furthermore, Boos et al. (2015) found that the quasi-46

geostrophic (QG) approximation, which is often employed in studies of monsoon low pressure47

systems (Subrahmanyam et al. 1981; Sanders 1984) may not be adequate for the study of48

SMDs.49

More recently, Adames and Ming (2017) analyzed the moisture and moist static50

energy budgets of SMDs as simulated in GFDL’s atmospheric general circulation model51
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AM4.0. They found a strong coupling between anomalous precipitation and column moisture52

anomalies. The moisture anomalies were found to propagate due to horizontal advection of53

mean dry static energy (DSE) by the anomalous winds. This horizontal advection of DSE54

induces a moisture tendency by forcing ascent along the sloping isentropes of the monsoon55

region. This result is inconsistent with the traditional QG assumption of forced ascent being56

tightly coupled to the precipitation field (Mak 1982; Sanders 1984). Moist processes play a57

critical role in the simulated SMDs and a prognostic moisture equation may be necessary to58

fully capture their dynamics.59

In this study we propose a linear framework for SMDs which incorporates a prognostic60

equation for column moisture, akin to the “moisture mode” framework commonly used to61

study the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) (Raymond and Fuchs 2009; Sobel and Maloney62

2012, 2013; Adames and Kim 2016). By incorporating a prognostic equation for column63

moisture, an instability arises that may describe the growth of SMDs. This instability64

involves a coupling between lower tropospheric vorticity and column moisture. Warm air65

advection by the anomalous winds causes moist near-surface air to lift, moistening the free66

troposphere ahead of the cyclone and creating an environment favorable for deep convection.67

This subsequent convection intensifies the SMD through vortex stretching. We will show that68

this mechanism is analogous to meridional moisture advection, and when both warm air and69

moisture advection are considered together as moist static energy advection, the framework70

may also be applicable to other moist low-pressure systems such as easterly waves (Lau and71

Lau 1990, 1992; Kiladis et al. 2006; Serra et al. 2008; Rydbeck and Maloney 2015).72

This paper is structured as follows. The next section offers a simple theoretical73

framework that can describe the structure and growth of SMDs. A thorough discussion of74

the implications of the framework presented here is offered in Section 3. A few concluding75

remarks are offered in Section 4.76
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2. A linear model for SMDs with prognostic moisture77

In this section we present a linear theoretical framework that can explain the growth78

and propagation of SMDs. We will begin by presenting a set basic equations linearized79

with respect to a background state that resembles the monsoon circulation. This includes80

mean low-level westerly winds and a horizontal temperature distribution that increases with81

latitude. The field variables are thus separated into time-mean (denoted by an overbar)82

and perturbation (denoted by a prime) components. The nomenclature used here closely83

follows the so-called moisture mode treatments of the MJO (Sobel and Maloney 2012, 2013;84

Adames and Kim 2016). The most important variables and definitions used in this section85

are summarized in Table 1.86

It was found by Hunt et al. (2016) that precipitation in SMDs is colocated with en-87

hanced convective available potential energy (CAPE). They found that the enhanced CAPE88

is due to increased lower tropospheric (elevated boundary layer and lower free troposphere)89

moisture elevating the equivalent potential temperature of rising parcels. Similarly, Adames90

and Ming (2017) found that column moisture and precipitation are highly correlated in space91

in SMDs simulated by GFDL’s atmospheric general circulation model (AM4.0). We can thus92

parameterize anomalous precipitation as a function of anomalous column water vapor 〈q′〉93

using a simplified Betts-Miller scheme (Betts and Miller 1986; Betts 1986; Frierson 2007)94

P ′ =
〈q′〉
τc

(1)

where angle brackets denote vertical mass-weighted integration from 100 to 1000 hPa. Note95

that, following Neelin and Zeng (2000) and Adames and Kim (2016), q and P will be im-96

plicitly scaled by the latent energy of vaporization Lv. With the above approximation, the97

leading terms in the momentum, thermodynamic and column-integrated moisture equations98

are written as follows99

∂u′

∂t
= −u0

∂u′

∂x
+ fv′ − ∂φ′

∂x
(2a)

100

∂v′

∂t
= −u0

∂v′

∂x
− fu′ − ∂φ′

∂y
(2b)
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−MsD
′ = P ′ − v′MsβT

f0
(2c)

101

∂P ′

∂t
= − 1

τc

(
MqD

′ + P ′
)

(2d)

where u′ and v′ are the zonal and meridional wind anomalies, respectively, u0 is the climatological-102

mean barotropic flow, f = f0 +βy is the linearized planetary vorticity and D′ = ∇·v′ is the103

anomalous lower-tropospheric horizontal divergence. Mq = 〈Ω∂q/∂p〉 and Ms = −〈Ω∂S/∂p〉104

are the gross moisture stratification and the gross dry stability, respectively, and their defini-105

tions are as in Neelin and Zeng (2000) and Adames and Kim (2016), where Ω is the vertical106

structure of ascent and S is the dry static energy (see Appendix). βT is the climatological-107

mean meridional temperature gradient, scaled so that it is in the same units as β108

βT =
f0Cp

Ms

〈
Λ
∂T

∂y

〉
(3)

where Cp is the specific heat of dry air, Λ is the vertical structure function of the horizontal109

winds (see Adames and Kim 2016 for definitions and values). It can be shown that βT is110

related to the mean vertical wind shear through the thermal wind equation111

βT =
f 2
0Cp

RdMs

〈
Λ

∂u

∂ ln p

〉
(4)

where Rd is the dry gas constant and u is the total mean zonal wind. We have defined our112

variables such that the vertical structure functions Ω and Λ are contained within βT , Ms113

and Mq. It is possible that variations in these variables arise from those of the mean state114

and from variations in the vertical structure of the wave.115

The terms in the right-hand side of Eqs. (2a) and (2b) are advection of the winds by116

the layer-mean (barotropic) flow, the Coriolis acceleration and the pressure gradient force,117

respectively. The terms on the right hand side of Eq. (2c) correspond to diabatic heating118

by convection and meridional temperature advection, respectively. Note that this equation119

suggests that there are two contributions to divergence, a convectively-driven one D′c =120

P ′/Ms and an advectively-driven component D′a = v′βT/f0. Note that in this framework,121

D′a describes ascent along sloping isentropes. Finally, the equation for column moisture,122
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which is converted to a precipitation equation via Eq. (1), contains two terms on the right123

hand side: the contribution of vertical moisture advection and the loss of moisture through124

precipitation.125

We can differentiate Eqs. (2a) and (2b) with respect to y and x, respectively, and126

convert them into a perturbation vorticity equation127

∂ζ ′

∂t
= −u0

∂ζ ′

∂x
− v′β − f0D′ (5)

The right-hand side terms of Eq. (5) correspond to advection of anomalous vorticity by128

the mean winds, advection of absolute vorticity by the anomalous meridional flow, and129

generation of vorticity by anomalous divergence (Sardeshmukh and Hoskins 1988). We can130

remove D′ from the equations by merging Eqs. (2c) and (5), and similarly Eqs. (2c) and131

(2d), which leads us to the following two equations132

∂ζ ′

∂t
= −u0

∂ζ ′

∂x
− v′(β + βT ) +

f0

Ms

P ′ (6a)

133

∂P ′

∂t
= − 1

τc

(
M̃P ′ +Mqv

′βT
f0

)
(6b)

where M̃ = (Ms −Mq)/Ms is the normalized gross moist stability (NGMS), a measure of134

the effective static stability of the atmosphere. Two terms contribute to the evolution of135

moisture. The first term on the right hand side describes the effect deep convection on136

moisture. For values of M̃ > 0, the loss of moisture through condensation exceeds the137

supply of it through convectively-driven ascent, thus damping the wave. The second term138

corresponds to the vertical advection of moisture that is induced by horizontal temperature139

advection, and can be thought of as the adiabatic contribution to the moisture tendency.140

In order to further simplify the equations, we will assume that the winds are approx-141

imately non-divergent, and thus can be expressed in terms of a streamfunction142

ζ ′ = −∇2ψ′ (7a)
143

v′ ' ∂ψ′

∂x
(7b)
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Substituting ζ ′ and v′ in Eqs. (6a) and (6b) with Eqs. (7a) and (7b) reduces our set of144

variables to two. Thus, we can now solve our system of equations by assuming that it has a145

solution in the form of a wave146

ψ′(x, y, t) = ψ′0 exp(ikx+ ily − iωt) (8a)
147

P ′(x, y, t) = P ′0 exp(ikx+ ily − iωt) (8b)

We can substitute Eqs. (8a) and (8b) onto Eqs. (6a) and (6b) and obtain the following148

dispersion relation:149

−ω + u0k −
k

k2 + l2

(
β + βT

1− iωτc
M̃ − iωτc

)
= 0 (9)

The two solutions that arise from this dispersion relation are shown in Fig. 1 for a mean150

zonal flow of 5 m s−1, meridional wavenumber 15, M̃ = 0.15 and βT = 0.75 × 10−11 m−1151

s−1. The value of βT is chosen so that it approximately corresponds to a lower-tropospheric152

temperature gradient of 1.5◦C per 1000 km. The meridional wavenumber chosen so that it153

qualitatively represents the meridional extent of the region of westerly winds in the south154

Asian monsoon. The solutions are reminiscent of a pair of Rossby waves, one eastward-155

propagating and one westward-propagating. For positive NGMS and small τc, the eastward-156

propagating solution is strongly damped (damping is beyond the edges in the top panel of157

Fig. 1) while the westward-propagating solution is unstable within zonal wavenumbers 1-20.158

Further insight of the growing solution in Fig. 1 can be obtained by making the159

approximation that M̃2 � τ 2c ω
2, which can be shown to be a reasonable approximation for160

values of τc of roughly an hour and values of M̃ ' 0.15. This may not be fully realistic,161

but it simplifies our solutions substantially and allows for some important insights that are162

still valid for larger values of τc [Adames and Ming (2017) found τc ∼ 4.5 hours in simulated163

depressions]. With this approximation, the dispersion relation takes the following form:164

−ω + u0k −
k

k2 + l2

β +
βT

M̃
−
iωβT τc

(
1− M̃

)
M̃2

 ' 0 (10)
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In order to simplify our calculations, we define the following165

cxp = u0 −
1

k2 + l2

(
β +

βT

M̃

)
(11)

which will be shown later to correspond to the approximate phase speed of the wave. This166

phase speed describes a Rossby wave that is augmented by a contribution from βT/M̃ . This167

contribution arises from meridional temperature advection augmented by vortex stretching168

from precipitation. Following Cohen and Boos (2016), we can describe this phase speed as169

a combination of a dry component due to vorticity advection and adiabatic ascent driven170

by horizontal temperature advection, and a moist component due to vortex stretching from171

deep convection:172

cxp = cxpd + cxpm (12a)
173

cxpd = u0 −
β + βT
k2 + l2

(12b)

174

cxpm = −βT (1− M̃)

M̃(k2 + l2)
(12c)

By using these definitions, Eq. (10) can be simplified to the following175

ω
(
M̃ − iτccxpmk

)
' M̃cxpk (13)

We can once again approximate M̃2 � τ 2c ω
2 (or more specifically M̃2 � τ 2c c

2
pmk

2), with little176

loss of accuracy (not shown). With this approximation, we obtain Eq. (11) as our zonal177

phase speed and the approximate zonal group velocity is of the form178

cxg ' u0 +
(k2 − l2)
(k2 + l2)2

(
β +

βT

M̃

)
(14)

and the growth rate of the low pressure system is179

Im(ω) ' τck
2

M̃
cxpmc

x
p (15)

which indicates that the wave is unstable as long as cxp and cxpm are in the same direction.180

In the case of monsoon low pressure systems analyzed here, both cxp and cxpm are required to181

be westward for the disturbance to grow, which implies that growing depressions propagate182
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against the mean westerly flow. By finding the zonal wavenumber kmax which satisfies183

∂Im(ω)/∂k = 0, we can show that growth is a maximum when the following criteria is184

satisfied185

cxpmc
x
g + cxgmc

x
p = 0 (16)

where cxgm is the moist component of the group velocity186

cxg =
(k2 − l2)
(k2 + l2)2

βT

M̃
(1− M̃) (17)

which, for u0 = 0, yields kmax = l, which implies that the fastest growing modes are charac-187

terized by a zero group velocity cgm = cg = 0. Furthermore kmax < l for mean westerly flow,188

kmax > l for easterly flow (not shown).189

The red line in Fig. 1 shows the phase speed and growth rate obtained from Eqs. (11)190

and (15). The solution is nearly indistinguishable from the westward-propagating solution191

of Eq. (9) for a value of τc of one hour. For a value of τc similar to that found by Adames192

and Ming (2017), the approximate solution overestimates the phase speed and the growth193

rate, but is still able to qualitatively capture the shape of the dispersion curves, with the194

maxima and nodes occurring over the same zonal wavenumbers. To further understand our195

wave solution, Fig. 2 shows the approximate zonal phase speed, group velocity and growth196

rate of the linear solutions for values of βT ranging from 0 to 1×10−11 m−1 s−1. When197

βT = 0, which results in a dry Rossby wave, the wave is neutrally stable and unable to198

propagate against the mean zonal flow. As βT increases, more zonal wavenumbers are able199

to propagate against the mean zonal flow while exhibiting unstable growth. Stronger growth200

occurs for larger values of βT , and the maximum growth is observed near zonal wavenumber201

10, consistent with the synoptic scale of monsoon low pressure systems. Thus, the instability202

that is describe in these linear wave solutions may be able to describe the observed scale of203

SMDs.204

Some insight of the physical mechanism that leads to the growth in Eq. (15) may be205

obtained by looking at horizontal maps of the corresponding linear solutions, shown in Fig.206
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3. For these panels we use a value of τc of 18 hours. While this value is too large for the207

approximations done in the previous sections, it reveals the phasing between the fields more208

clearly than using a value of several hours. The top panel shows a wave solution in which209

cxp and cxpm propagate westward. This case is analogous to a monsoon low pressure system210

propagating westward in an environment characterized by mean westerly winds and a positive211

meridional temperature gradient. In such a case, anomalous northerly flow induces isentropic212

ascent, which moistens the troposphere, resulting in a positive precipitation tendency, as213

shown in Fig. 4a. The increasing precipitation removes moisture from the column, offsetting214

the moistening from isentropic ascent. The sum of the two processes results in westward215

propagation of the anomalous precipitation region.216

As the wave propagates westward, precipitation increases and reaches a maximum217

amplitude at a time when the the cyclonic anomalies exhibit an in-phase component with218

enhanced precipitation. This in-phase component of precipitation generates additional cy-219

clonic vorticity (Eq. 6a), which causes the cyclonic anomalies to grow. It is also noteworthy220

that the interaction between isentropic ascent and deep convective ascent causes vertical221

motion (convergence) to slightly lead precipitation, as shown in panels (b) and (c) of Fig.222

4. This phasing between vertical motion and precipitation was found in simulated monsoon223

depressions by Adames and Ming (2017).224

When cxp and cxpm are in opposite directions, as shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 3,225

anomalous northerly flow still induces a precipitation tendency. However, because the wave226

is propagating in the opposite direction as cxpm, precipitation reaches a maximum amplitude227

with a component that is in-phase with the anticyclonic anomalies. Because precipitation228

generates a cyclonic tendency, it follows that it will damp the anticyclonic anomalies.229
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3. Synthesis230

In this study we presented a linear framework that may explain the propagation and231

growth of SMDs. Based on results from recent observational and modeling studies (Hunt232

et al. 2016; Adames and Ming 2017), we propose that column moisture plays a central role in233

SMDs. By including a prognostic moisture equation and coupling it to precipitation through234

a simplified Betts-Miller scheme, we derive a dispersion describes the following features of235

SMDs, including:236

• their synoptic scale (wavelength of 2000-3000 km)237

• westward propagation against the mean westerly flow.238

In addition to these feautures, it describes a new instability mechanism that may explain the239

growth of these disturbances. This instability only occurs if the wave’s dry and moist phase240

speeds are in the same direction. The dry phase speed includes dry processes such as advec-241

tion of planetary vorticity by the anomalous winds, advection of anomalous vorticity by the242

mean flow and vortex stretching from isentropic ascent. The moist phase speed only includes243

propagation that is induced by vortex stretching from deep convection. The instability is a244

result of isentropic ascent moistening the free troposphere, producing an environment con-245

ducive for deep convection, as shown schematically in Fig. 5. This subsequent convection246

occurs in-phase with the cyclonic anomalies, which intensifies them through vortex stretch-247

ing. This result implies that, in the South Asian monsoon region, where the temperature248

gradient is positive and the mean flow westerly, only SMDs that can propagate westward249

against the mean flow can grow.250

a. Comparison to baroclinic instability251

Previous studies have sought to describe SMDs as a result of moist baroclinic insta-252

bility (Charney and Stern 1962; Bretherton 1966) which relies on the existence of counter-253
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propagating waves for their growth (Sanders 1984; Snyder and Lindzen 1991). Unlike existing254

models of moist baroclinic instability (de Vries et al. 2010, see review by Cohen and Boos255

2016), the framework presented here only involves dry and moist waves in the lower tropo-256

sphere propagating in the same direction. The middle and upper troposphere do not play a257

role in the instability of SMDs.258

Furthermore, most studies that involve the use of baroclinic instability diagnose con-259

vection from the QG omega equation. In the QG framework, ascent occurs in regions of260

warm air advection, which is related to the geostrophic thermal wind [Eq. (1) in Boos et al.261

2015] as follows262

P ′ ∝ v′
∂ug
∂p

(18)

For a mean state in geostrophic balance u = ug, it can be shown that QG ascent is pro-263

portional to lifting occuring over sloping isentropes D′a. Using this parameterization, where264

moisture is not prognostic, yields solutions similar to those shown in Section 2, but the265

solutions are neutrally stable.266

In the framework presented here, convection is parameterized in terms of column267

water vapor. By doing this, isentropic ascent is not just associated with convection, but to268

a positive moisture tendency, as seen in Eq. (6b) and Fig. 4. Such a relationship was found269

by Adames and Ming (2017), suggesting that moisture may play a critical role in the growth270

of SMDs.271

b. Comparison to the balanced moisture waves of Sobel et al. (2001)272

While the framework presented here differs significantly from models of moist baro-273

clinic instability, it resembles the balanced moisture waves described by Sobel et al. (2001)274

(see their Eqs. 42 and 45). The main difference between the solutions shown here and theirs275

is the presence of a temperature gradient instead of a moisture gradient. This implies that276

the low-frequency background is not in weak temperature gradient balance, a deviation that277
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arises from the land-sea contrast over the South Asian monsoon region. Even though the278

background does not satisfy WTG balance, the temperature anomalies are not included in279

the wave solution, and thus an analysis similar to the one employed in WTG balance studies280

(see for example Chikira 2014; Wolding and Maloney 2015) can be applied here. This sim-281

plifification is justifiable since Adames and Ming (2017) found that the column-integrated282

temperature tendency is negligibly small compared to the contribution from apparent heat-283

ing.284

We can show that the solutions of Sobel et al. (2001) are similar to the ones derived285

here. If we add a meridional mean moisture gradient of the form βq = f0LvMq
−1〈Λ∂yq〉, as286

in Sobel et al. (2001) but scaled so that it is in units of m−1s−1, to Eq. (2d), the following287

approximate solution for cxpm may be obtained for sufficiently small values of M̃ :288

cxpm = − βh(1− M̃)

M̃(k2 + l2)
(19)

where βh = βT + βq. Note that cxpd does not change with this addition. Thus, the moisture289

and temperature gradients behave in analogous ways in this framework. When the linear290

solution presented here is merged with those of Sobel et al. (2001) they can be expressed in291

terms of a moist static energy (MSE) “beta plane.”292

c. Relevance to other tropical depression disturbances293

The dispersion relation derived here and its generalization described in the previous294

subsection may shed some insight onto other tropical depression disturbances beyond the295

Indian monsoon region. For example, Kiladis et al. (2006) found that divergence of the296

Q-vectors (which is related to βT ) leads convection by 1/8 cycle. Furthermore, Rydbeck and297

Maloney (2015) and Rydbeck et al. (2017) analyzed easterly waves occuring over the tropical298

northeastern Pacific. They found that when the waves are developing, meridional moisture299

advection and vortex stretching play a key role the growth and propagation of these waves.300

The framework used here may provide insights into the dynamics of easterly waves over301
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African and the eastern Pacific. It is possible that is also relevant in other regions where302

Rossby-like low pressure systems form (see Hurley and Boos 2015).303

d. Comparison with “moisture mode” theory of the MJO304

It is worth comparing the moist waves described here to the linear “moisture mode”305

theory of the MJO (Fuchs and Raymond 2005; Sobel and Maloney 2012, 2013; Adames306

and Kim 2016). In the moisture mode framework, propagation of the wave is induced by307

processes that modulate the distribution of column-integrated moisture. Its growth rate308

is negatively related to the NGMS and inversely proportional to τc. In the moist waves309

presented here, the relationships between NGMS, τc and growth are inverse to those in MJO310

moisture mode theory. This difference is due to the way that moisture interacts with the311

anomalies in both frameworks. In the framework presented here, propagation and growth is312

partly due to the impact of moisture-convection feedbacks on the vorticity (wind) field. In313

the MJO, propagation is due to the modulation of moisture by the wind anomalies.314

This result implies that the existence of a prognostic moisture equation can cause315

instability through different mechanisms. In the MJO the process has been referred to316

as “moisture mode” instability, or simply moisture instability. The instability for the moist317

Rossby-like waves presented may also be interpreted as a different type of moisture instability,318

but related to the impact moisture has on vorticity. Thus, it may be more appropriate319

to refer to this instability as “moisture-vortex” instability. That the interaction between320

moisture and the large-scale flow can lead to more than one instability is interesting, and321

their manifestation in observations is worth exploring in the future.322

4. Concluding remarks323

We have not discussed to this point the meridional propagation of SMDs. For the plots324

shown here, we used a meridionally-decaying structure, which is roughly consistent with the325
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observed structure of these waves. However, we did not discuss the meridional propagation of326

westward-propagating SMDs. Observed depression systems exhibit a northward component327

to propagation (Krishnamurthy and Ajayamohan 2010; Cohen and Boos 2016). Further328

work could more clearly shed light on how the monsoonal mean state shapes the meridional329

structure of monsoon low pressure systems.330

It was recently shown by Boos et al. (2015) that nonlinear horizontal vorticity advec-331

tion plays a central role in the northwestward propagation of monsoon low pressure systems.332

This mechanism was not included due to the linear nature of the analysis shown here. It333

would be interesting to see how the so-called beta drift interacts with moisture within this334

context. It would also be interesting to see whether an analysis like the one done by Cohen335

and Boos (2016) for developing depressions supports the instability mechanism proposed336

here. Additionally, a mean state with positive-only precipitation is assumed, which may be337

an oversimplification of the monsoonal mean state.338

The vertical structure of the wave is treated as being directly related to the profile339

of vertical motion, which is in turn related to deep convection. As a result, the waves340

discussed here approximately have a first baroclinic vertical structure. Observed monsoon341

low pressure systems, however, exhibit a vertical structure that is closer to barotropic. Such342

a discrepancy is a caveat of this study. Nonetheless, the linear framework presented here343

presents an intriguing interpretation of monsoon low pressure systems which can be tested344

in model simulations. For example, simulations in which moisture is treated diagnostically345

may produce weaker disturbances than those that treat moisture prognostically, as suggested346

by the growth rate in Eq. (15). These and other studies are interesting directions for future347

study.348
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APPENDIX353

Vertical truncation of the equations354

In this section we describe the vertical truncation of the equations shown in Section 2.355

The method is identical to that of Adames and Kim (2016), but is included here for clarity.356

Following Neelin and Zeng (2000), we separate the vertical velocity field into a horizontal357

divergence field D and a structure function Ω that describes the profile of vertical velocity358

ω (note that in Section 3 ω corresponds to the wave frequency instead)359

ω(x, y, p, t) = D(x, y, t)Ω(p) (A1)

where we make use of a single vertical structure function that corresponds to deep convection360

(a first baroclinic mode in vertical motion). Following a rigid lid boundary condition, Ω must361

be equal to zero at 1000 hPa and 100 hPa. We use a simple formula for Ω that satisfies these362

conditions, which is similar to the formulas used by Haertel et al. (2008) and Kiladis et al.363

(2009)364

Ω(p) = p̂ (p/ps)
−1/2 sin (mp− θp) (A2)

where p̂ = 80 hPa is a reference value for vertical velocity, ps = 1000 hPa is the surface365

pressure, m = 2π/pλ is the vertical wavenumber, pλ = 1800 hPa is the vertical wavelength,366

and θp = 2π/pb is a phase shift angle, where pb = 18 hPa. A similar profile to this can367

be obtained from EOF analysis of vertical velocity along the equatorial belt (see Fig. 6 of368

Adames and Wallace 2014).369

Similarly, the horizontal wind field V = (U, V ) and geopotential Φ are separated into370

a horizontal component and a vertical structure function371

V(x, y, p, t) = v(x, y, t)Λ(p) (A3a)
372

Φ(x, y, p, t) = φ(x, y, t)Λ(p) (A3b)
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where v = (u, v) and the structure function Λ is obtained from Ω through mass continuity:373

Λ(p) = −∂Ω(p)

∂p
(A4)

Using this truncation of the vertical structure functions and with vertical mass inte-374

gration, we can rewrite the terms involving meridional temperature advection, vertical DSE375

advection vertical moisture advection as follows376 〈
V ′
∂T

∂y

〉
= v′

〈
Λ
∂T

∂y

〉
(A5a)

377 〈
ω′
∂S

∂p

〉
= D′

〈
Ω
∂S

∂p

〉
(A5b)

378 〈
ω′
∂q

∂p

〉
= D′

〈
Ω
∂q

∂p

〉
(A5c)

and through rearrangement of the terms we can define βT , Ms and Mq to obtain the corre-379

sponding terms in Eq. (2c) and (2d).380

381
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List of Tables548

1 Basic variables and definitions used for Section 2. 27549
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Variable Symbol Definition Value/Units

Column latent energy anomaly 〈q′〉
∫ 1000hPa

100hPa
q′dp/g J m−2

Precipitation anomaly P ′ 〈q′〉τ−1c W m−2

Anomalous Streamfunction ψ′ m2 s−1

Vorticity Anomaly ζ ′ −∇2ψ′ s−1

Divergence Anomaly D′ ∇ ·V′ s−1

Horizontal wind anomaly V′ (u′, v′) m s−1

Convective moisture adjustment timescale τc Eq. (1) 1 hour
Planetary vorticity at 20◦N f0 5×10−5 s−1

Beta parameter β df/dy 2.2×10−11 (m s)−1

Thermal beta parameter βT See Eq. (3) 0-1×10−11(m s)−1

Specific heat of dry air at constant pressure Cp 1004 J kg −1 K−1

Zonal wavenumber k 2π/λx m−1

Meridional wavenumber l 2π/λy m−1

Angular frequency ω s−1

Mean gross dry stability M s −〈Ω∂S/∂p〉 3.2 ×107 J m−2

Mean gross moisture stratification M q 〈Ω∂q/∂p〉 2.7 ×107 J m−2

Normalized gross moist stability M̃ (M s −M q)/M s 0.15
Mean dry static energy S CpT + Φ J kg−1

Mean barotropic wind u0 5 m s−1

Vertical velocity basis function Ω Eq. A7 in AK16 Pa
Wind / geopotential basis function Λ −∂Ω/∂p nondimensional
Phase speed of dry processes cxpd See Eq. (12b) m s−1

Phase speed of moist processes cxpm See Eq. (12c) m s−1

Total zonal phase speed cxp ω/k = cxpm + cxpd m s−1

Zonal group velocity cxg ∂ω/∂k m s−1

Table 1. Basic variables and definitions used for Section 2.
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List of Figures550

1 Linear wave solutions of Eq. (9) (solid and dashed) for meridional wavenumber551

15, u0 = 5 m s−1, M̃= 0.15, βT = 0.75× 10−11 m−1 s−1 , τc = 1 (top) and 4.5552

hours (bottom). The left column shows the phase speed and the right column553

shows the growth rate. The approximate solution (Eqs. 11 and 15) is shown554

as a red line. 31555

2 Approximate phase speed, group velocity and growth rate for the monsoon low556

pressure system as obtained from Eqs. 11 and 15 for meridional wavenumber557

15, u0 = 5 m s−1, M̃ = 0.15, τc = 1 hour, and values of βT of 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75558

and 1 × 10−11 m−1 s−1. Redder shading indicates increasing values of βT . 32559

3 Horizontal structure of a zonal wavenumbers 15 and meridionally-decaying560

structure in which (top) cxp and cxpm are westward and (bottom) cxp is eastward561

and cxpm is westward. Precipitation is shown as the shaded field, streamfunc-562

tion is shown in contours and the horizontal wind as arrows. The largest563

arrows correspond to roughly 2 m s−1 . Contour interval is 0.25× 106 m2 s−1.564

We use a value of βT of 0.75× 10−11 m−1 s−1 and A value of cxp of −6 m s−1565

in the top panel, and 6 m s−1 in the bottom panel. A large value of τc of 18566

hours is used to more clearly show how precipitation shifts in the growing and567

damped cases. 33568
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4 (a) Contributions to the precipitation tendency (∂P/∂t, black line) by the569

adiabatic contribution from horizontal temperature advection (red line) and570

loss of moisture from precipitation (blue line). (b) As in the bottom panel of571

Fig. 3, but showing divergence as the contoured field . Contour interval 1×572

10−6 s−1. (c) Total divergence (black line) and the adiabatic contribution from573

horizontal temperature advection (red) and the diabatic contribution from574

precipitation (blue). The red line, which describes quasi-geostrophic (QG)575

ascent, leads the precipitation anomalies. A large value of τc of 18 hours is576

used to more clearly show the phase shift between low-level convergence and577

precipitation. 34578
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5 Schematic describing the structure and propagation of a monsoon low pressure579

system. The top panel shows a longitude-height cross section while the bottom580

panel shows a latitude-height cross section corresponding to the left side of581

the top panel (∼ 83◦E). The anomalous northerly winds (solid contours in top582

panel, arrow in bottom panel) advect warm air from the Indian subcontinent.583

This warm air advection ascends along lines of constant potential temperature584

θ (isentropes, red vertical arrow), which moistens the free troposphere. This585

moistening creates favorable conditions for the subsequent development of586

deep convection (blue vertical arrow), which reaches a maximum amplitude587

to the west of the center of low pressure. The maximum in ascent (mixed588

blue and red arrow) is due to the sum of adiabatic ascent and convectively-589

driven ascent due to increased moisture. Deep convection induces the growth590

of the cyclone through vortex stretching (blue arrow with vortex rings). The591

boldface L depicts the center of the low pressure system and J represents the592

center of the low level westerly jet. Flow out of the page is depicted in solid593

and flow into the page is depicted in dashed. Water vapor content and ice594

crystals are depicted with circles, as in Janiga and Zhang (2016). 35595
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Fig. 1. Linear wave solutions of Eq. (9) (solid and dashed) for meridional wavenumber 15,
u0 = 5 m s−1, M̃= 0.15, βT = 0.75× 10−11 m−1 s−1 , τc = 1 (top) and 4.5 hours (bottom).
The left column shows the phase speed and the right column shows the growth rate. The
approximate solution (Eqs. 11 and 15) is shown as a red line.
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Fig. 2. Approximate phase speed, group velocity and growth rate for the monsoon low
pressure system as obtained from Eqs. 11 and 15 for meridional wavenumber 15, u0 = 5 m
s−1, M̃ = 0.15, τc = 1 hour, and values of βT of 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1 × 10−11 m−1 s−1.
Redder shading indicates increasing values of βT .
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Fig. 3. Horizontal structure of a zonal wavenumbers 15 and meridionally-decaying structure
in which (top) cxp and cxpm are westward and (bottom) cxp is eastward and cxpm is westward.
Precipitation is shown as the shaded field, streamfunction is shown in contours and the
horizontal wind as arrows. The largest arrows correspond to roughly 2 m s−1 . Contour
interval is 0.25 × 106 m2 s−1. We use a value of βT of 0.75× 10−11 m−1 s−1 and A value of
cxp of −6 m s−1 in the top panel, and 6 m s−1 in the bottom panel. A large value of τc of
18 hours is used to more clearly show how precipitation shifts in the growing and damped
cases.
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Fig. 4. (a) Contributions to the precipitation tendency (∂P/∂t, black line) by the adiabatic
contribution from horizontal temperature advection (red line) and loss of moisture from
precipitation (blue line). (b) As in the bottom panel of Fig. 3, but showing divergence
as the contoured field . Contour interval 1× 10−6 s−1. (c) Total divergence (black line)
and the adiabatic contribution from horizontal temperature advection (red) and the diabatic
contribution from precipitation (blue). The red line, which describes quasi-geostrophic (QG)
ascent, leads the precipitation anomalies. A large value of τc of 18 hours is used to more
clearly show the phase shift between low-level convergence and precipitation.
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Fig. 5. Schematic describing the structure and propagation of a monsoon low pressure
system. The top panel shows a longitude-height cross section while the bottom panel shows
a latitude-height cross section corresponding to the left side of the top panel (∼ 83◦E).
The anomalous northerly winds (solid contours in top panel, arrow in bottom panel) advect
warm air from the Indian subcontinent. This warm air advection ascends along lines of
constant potential temperature θ (isentropes, red vertical arrow), which moistens the free
troposphere. This moistening creates favorable conditions for the subsequent development
of deep convection (blue vertical arrow), which reaches a maximum amplitude to the west
of the center of low pressure. The maximum in ascent (mixed blue and red arrow) is due to
the sum of adiabatic ascent and convectively-driven ascent due to increased moisture. Deep
convection induces the growth of the cyclone through vortex stretching (blue arrow with
vortex rings). The boldface L depicts the center of the low pressure system and J represents
the center of the low level westerly jet. Flow out of the page is depicted in solid and flow
into the page is depicted in dashed. Water vapor content and ice crystals are depicted with
circles, as in Janiga and Zhang (2016).
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